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Damping on the Dairy State
by Sean McCollum
As the question of nuclear waste disposal 
is heating up, Wisconsin is quickly becoming 
a central player in the debate to develop 
a second national atom ic waste dump.
In the Energy Department's 1.5 billion 
dollar search for a potentia l site, two 
Wisconsin rock formations have received 
special a ttention—the Wolf R iver batholith 
in the center of the state and the Puritan 
batholith near Lake Superior.
Three to five possible Western sites 
for thte in itia l dump are expected to be 
announced by the Energy Department this spring.
Under the 1982 Nuclear Waste Policy 
Act, a congressional compromise, governors 
were promised that no single state would 
be required to store all the country's nuclear* 
waste. A second site in the Midwest or 
the East was to be paired with the Western 
dump with the waste being divided between them.
The W iscon sin  batholiths are considered 
prime candidates for permanent storage 
of nuclear waste because of their granite 
formations.
The general plan is to sink the radioactive 
waste into hignly stable rock formations 
in the hope of insulating the materials 
from external forces and, in the event 
of a leak, of lim iting  possible drainage.
The Energy Department hopes to 
complete construction on the site and to 
in itia te  storage by the year 2005. Estimates 
place projected construction costs near 
80 billion dollars for a single site.
The choice of the site will u ltim ately  
be a federal decision. Upon reaching the 
final choice, the state will have no power 
to overturn or influence the decision, even 
with a referendum. The governor of the 
state will have an opportunity to veto the 
federal government's selection, but this 
veto can be overruled by a majority vote 
in Congress.
In order to provide a public forum, 
a series of public hearings will be held 
throughout the Spring, during which citizens 
may question offic ia ls from the Energy 
Department, express their concerns about 
the intended project and raise questions 
about the site selection.
The hearing schedule is: March 
17--Ashland High School, 5 to 10 p.m .; 
March 19—White Lake High School, 5 to
10 p.m .; March 22—Menominee Indian High 
School, Keshena, 1 to 6 p.m .; April
8—Waupaca High School, 5 to 10 p.m . There 
are designs on sending a Lawrence contingent 
to the April 8 hearing.
Because of the sparse population of 
the Wisconsin areas under consideratipn, 
groups are experiencing trouble organizing 
opposition to the federal plan.
Concerns about the waste dump range 
from the social effects of a huge influx 
of workers during the construction of the 
site, to the transportation of the spent 
nuclear fuel to tne site [rail shipments 
estimated at 620-860 deliveries per year: 
truck shipments estimated at 890-2860 
deliveries per year], to the possibility of 
contam ination of the entire water basin 
of the Midwest.
People from the areas immediately 
a f f c c t c d  b y  the pu ien ila l site argue tha 
the issue is not only of importance to their 
communities, but also to the state of 
Wisconsin as a whole.
[For more inform ation: call the Energy 
Department's Chicago office at (312) 
972-2014; Joy and Bob VanEpps, Citizens' 
Awareness Com m ittee , Route 2, Box 361 
K, Waupaca, Wisconsin 54981—at (715) 
258-7789; Or Steven A. Hemshrot, 
Cooperative Extension Programs, UW 
Extension, Waupaca County O ffice , 
Courthouse, Waupaca, Wisconsin 54981— at 
(715) 258-7681.]
Frosh Programs 
Under Fire
by Steve Siegel
The Com m ittee on Instruction, an 
LUCC-funded oreanizaation, is in the process 
of evaluating tne Freshman Program with 
an eye toward modifying and improving 
the current offerings, Freshman studies 
and Freshman Seminars.
The Com m ittee exists in order to evaluate 
department proposals for new courses, 
non-traditional courses, inter-disciplinary 
instruction, and the Freshman Program. 
It further seeks to ensure that the rules 
covering students' academic status is 
consistent with the University's goals. 
O ther responsibilities include adjusting 
the school's calendar and the University s 
participation in programs with other 
institutions.
In a report from the Subcommittee on 
the Freshman Program (the Subcommittee 
is staffed and overseen by the Com mittee 
on Instruction) dated December 4, 1985, 
Professor Peter Fritze ll delineated the 
respective strengths and weaknesses of 
Freshman Studies and its counterpart. 
Freshman Seminars. The report was created 
from a meeting of the Subcommittee that 
took place on November 21, 1985.
The report argued tnat the present 
Freshman Studies course is meeting the 
objectives called for by faculty legislation 
and in the course catalog. The course, 
continues the report, does a "creditable 
job of introducing students to important 
ideas of abiding concern," including 
"systematic thought ana creative 
imagination;" further, the course aids in 
developing students' skills in "precise and 
critica l reading." The subcommittee stated 
that the point of most concern is students' 
ab ility  to write "precise, coherent, and 
grammatically, standard prose;" in this respect, Studies is succeeding passably." 
•It warned, however, that Freshman Studies 
cannot "rest on its laurels" despite the 
fact that students' writing improves during 
Freshman Studies.
The subcommittee noted that it is 
important to underscore the best traits 
of Freshman Studies— traits which are 
frequently ignored, but "nonetheless 
characterize the course at its best." 
,Elements of the program that fit into this 
category are epistemological questions 
and considerations— that is, questions 
which relate to philosophical and sociologicalWhere Have All The Good Co.’s Gone?
by Steve Siegel
Citing more space, a greater capacity, 
and more parking, Good Company, a local 
fam ily  restaurant, vacated its location 
next to the Lawrence campus at 321 E. 
College Ave. and re-opened its doors on 
Richmond Street, in the building popularized 
by Baxter's Restaurant.
While many Lawrence students are 
diappointed to see a local favorite depart, 
a spokesman for Good Company said that 
Lawrence was not a large enough portion 
of its buisiness for it to remain here. A 
survey conducted last September and October 
indicated that Lawrence students accounted 
for less than 10% of the restaurant's business. 
That, plus the fact that space was always 
at a prem ium , both in the restaurant and 
on the street, convinced the management 
to relocate. Customers were sometimes 
"driving around the block six or seven times" 
just to get a parking place.
The new location and increased capacity 
are already, after just three days, paying 
dividends. According to the owner, sales 
at the new location are triple those of 
the old.
The restaurant is essentially unchanged; 
certainly the solid reputation that it built 
up the last several years is contributing 
to its fast start. The new building sports 
31 tables as opposed to 23, a larger bar, 
and several new additions to the menu 
including a salad bar and "gourmet croissant 
burgers. The atmosphere is the same 
as well: wicker chairs and plants dominate 
the interior.
Asked if  the recent presence of Heros 
Sandwich and Pastie Shop at 213 E. College 
Ave., influenced Good Company's decisip” 
to move, the manager responded negatively.
"They had no effect on our moving," and 
apparently didn't a ffect a change in their 
business. The manager of Heros concurred. 
He said that Heros "was not a factor" in 
Good Company's decision to leave, but 
that he guessed that an increase of some 
sort in Heros' business would be likely. 
Nonetheless, he said they would have to 
"wait and see." Will Heros expand its menu 
in light of the gaping hole le f t  by Good 
Company's departure?
"As we find appropriate items, the menu 
will expand," responded the manager.
"Expansion of our menu is not predicated 
on competition." Heros' manager did say 
that he expects increased business with 
the validation of its beer license; the 
sandwich shop began selling beer Thursday 
morning. "People have been asking for 
beer; they'll be nappy we have it," he added.
With Good Company's former building 
vacant, rumors have been rampant that 
Sammy's P izza, currently located at 211
(continued on page 3)
Good Company: The O ld ‘Hang-Out. ’ (photo by Itob Mate)
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......—The Role of the U.S. in the Third World’s Future
by Scott Whitcomb
The Third World's future is looking 
just that much more hopeful.
With the demise of Ferdinand Marcos 
in the Philippines and "Baby Doc" Duvalier 
in Haiti, there is some light where there 
was darkness.
The changes were inevitable. Both 
the Philippines and Haiti are two of the 
most impoverished nations in the world, 
due in part to the past interventionist and 
m ilitaristic  policies of the U.S. in regard 
to the Caribbean and the Pacific regions.
It is somewhat ironic that the Reagan 
administration has now heartily embraced 
the new government of these two countries— 
essentially because Reagan and his entourage 
had been staunch supporters of the m ilitary 
governments in both of these countries 
up until about a month ago. Vice-president 
George Bush went as far as to praise the 
"democratic" leadership of Mr. Marcos 
only a few years ago.
Both tne Philippines and Haiti have 
been strong U.S. m ilitary bases for several 
decades. The U.S. government in the past 
has gone out of its way in order to ensure 
that right-wing, usually m ilitary, leaders 
were in charge of affairs so that U.S. stra­
tegic and economic interests could be guaran­
teed without the citizens' needs in those 
countries "getting in the way."
The United States has maintained great 
influence over these two countries for 
a long tim e—the Philippines since the end 
of World War II and Haiti since the 1950s, 
when U.S. marines landed there to quell 
public unrest and to install a m ilitary  govern­
ment to protect its own interests. Not 
did the U.S. foreign policy recognize 
;eds of the citizens in those countries.
once 
the ne
A CHANGE OF HEART?
It appears now that the Reagan adm in­
istration—at least for the present—has 
adopted a more pragmatic line in the United 
States' relationship with certain d ictator­
ships.
Reagan correctly saw that the U.S. 
was in a no-win situation in Haiti and the 
Philippines. As the downfall of Jean-Claude 
Duvalier and Ferdinand Marcos appeared 
inevitable, the adm inistration clearly dis­
tanced itself from these oppressive dictators 
and agreed to back the new provisional 
governments that would result from a citizen 
and m ilitary rebellion.
out some one billion dollars in direct pay­
ments to the Marcos government simply 
for the U.S. m ilitary ports in the Philippines, 
up until the time when he was thrown out 
of office. Some foreign policy!
From Left to Right: Aquino and Marcos.
The hopeful, but unlikely, trend that 
has developed from the new policies is 
that the U.S. government and tne Reagan 
adm inistration will play an active role 
in promoting the downfall of other dictators 
that are equally as oppressive in other 
areas of the world.
Three notable countries with fascist-like 
dictators are Chile, South Korea, and South 
A frica. General Pinochet is clearly becoming 
as unpopular in Chile as Marcos was in 
the Philippines. Chun Doo Hwan in South 
Korea is another oppressive, although eco­
nomically astute, d ictator whose domestic 
support is quickly waning. It goes without 
saying that the days are numbered for 
P.W. Botha of South A frica, partially  due 
to the lim ited support given to it by the 
U.S. and to the actions of black South A fri­
cans themselves.
The worst that the adm inistration and 
Congress could do would be to end all support 
for these regimes and to at least symbolically 
favor the democratic opposition. This 
policy worked, although belatedly, in the 
Philippines. Even so, the U.S. was shelling
STARTING ANEW
It is in all of our best interests to see 
new leadership in these countries with 
*oals of social justice and peaceful resolu­
tions to civil conflict on their agendas.
Corazon Aquino certainly has the ability 
to inspire the Philippine people to develop 
their country for themselves, rather than 
for the m ilitary and the international banks, 
as they had under Marcos.
And hopefully a true democracy will 
be a l l o w e d  to  d e v e lo p  in H a iti  w ithou t  
the fear of more negative intervention 
by the United States.
Maybe, just maybe, the U.S. government 
and the Reagan adm inistration is beginning 
to take into consideration the long-term 
interests of this country and the needs 
of the citizens in the Third World.
After a ll, this world is big enough for 
everyone to pursue their dreams—not just 
for those who carry the "big stick."Corrections:
The following names were misspelled 
in last weeks article on the play Mother 
Courage. Here are the correct spellings: 
Rhonda Cundy, Karen Gunderson, Duane 
Nelson. We apologize for the errors.
Jackie King, D irector of F inancial Aid, 
pointed out to me an error in last week's 
Lawrentian. In my article on the hike 
in tu ition for the 1986-87 academic year, 
it was stated that the $1,026 increase was 
one of 11.5%; in actuality , it is a 9.5% 
rise. Additionally, in a reply to indicated 
student concerns over the substantial 
increase, King noted that Lawrence and 
other schools held down costs during the 
double-digit inflation of the 1970's, but
have now realized that they can no longer 
do that for two reasons: schools became 
worried that they would lose professors 
to business and industry if their salaries 
were not increased commesurate with 
the cost of living; and the cost of new 
equipment. The new VAX computer system 
is an example. This is the reason for the 
larger-than-expected increase.
- Steve Siegel
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London Center Wants YOU
by Bill Thomas
The Lawrence London Center still has 
openings for the 1986-87 academic year.
"Dr. Brackenridge and I have been putting 
up posters encouraging people who are 
interested to apply," said Professor Chaney, 
who will be teaching; at the Center next 
year. We particularly have openings for 
the fall term . ^ 6
Students who are interested in applying 
can pick up their applications at Dean 
Reed s office in the Sampson House.
The London Study Center is the largest 
of all of Lawrence's overseas programs. 
As stated in the 1985-86 course catalog. 
The London Study Center was established 
in 1970 in response to the resolve of the 
Lawrence faculty that each student s h o u lH  
spend at least one term in a setting other 
than the Lawrence campus, Appleton, or 
his home."
For the 1986-87 year, the Center will 
be located at Darwin Lodge, part of the 
Vienna Hotel Group, which is in the 
Bayswater area of London—where the Center 
has been for the previous two years. TTie 
particular location has been called "ideal" 
because of its proxim ity to Hyde Park, 
Paddington Station, and the heart of the 
city of London, which is approximately 
three subway stops away on tne Central 
Line.
Unlike other Lawrence overseas programs, 
the London Center is not departmental. 
Students can take courses in a variety 
of d ifferent areas.
For next year, there will be two Lawrence 
professors and three professors from the 
London area teaching at the Center. The 
Lawrence professors will be Dr. Chaney, 
who will be teaching courses in introductory 
history and pre-modern British History, 
and Dr. J. Bruce Brackenridge, who, along 
with being the D irector o f  the Center, 
will teach History of Science and Mechanics.
As for the London instructors, Malcolm 
Warner, who is associated with the Courtauld 
Institute of Art and th e  T a t e  G a l l e r y ,  will  
be returning next year to teach the Art 
History Survey—which will focus on British 
Art. Alan Beattie of the London School 
of Economics (once attended by Mick Jagger) 
will once again be teaching Modern British 
Politics. The instructor who will lead the 
Introduction to Theatre and the Shakespeare 
in London classes has yet to be announced.
There had been rumors around campus 
that the London Center would be closed 
next year. These rumors may have started 
with reports of several problems with the 
fac ility  during first term . However those 
problems have since been taken care of, 
and efforts were made by the University 
to make sure there \vould be no more
?roblems of this kind and to allow the first erm students to voice their feelings. Said 
one first term London student, "In 
retrospect, the problems were only a minor
Good Co.,
continued from page 1
N. Appleton St., would be moving in. A 
spokesman for Good Company replied that 
tnis is impossible because Good Company 
still has a lease - and will until August 
- and may yet decide to do something with 
the builaing. The manager of Sammy's 
also denied tne rumor, but expressed interest 
in becoming a tenant.
The city of Appleton, he said, has deemed 
the blocK where Sammy's now conducts 
business a "blighted area", arguing that 
there is no room for expansion or 
improvement. The city would like to turn 
the block into a bus depot, and may evict 
all the tenants of the block through use 
of its eminent domain powers, a prospect 
which does not please Sammy's manager. 
He said that Sammy's has been in its present 
locations for 28 years and has no reason 
to move. Business is good, and certainly 
it is "well established." If forced to move, 
however, he said that Good Company's 
former building would be an 'ideal 
spot...everything that has been [in that 
building] nas been successful", he noted. 
"It's a teriffic  spot." If Sammy's were to 
move in there, he said, an expansion of 
the menu would be likely, and they could 
do a great deal of things in concert with 
the Lawrence campus. I'd love to have 
that building; no doubt about it," he added.
Prof. W illiam  Chaney.
nconvenience and have already been taken 
care of. They didn't detract from my London 
experience." Administrators are quick 
to  emphasize that the most important 
part o f the program should be the chance 
the students nave to experience what London 
has to offer and become part of a foreign 
community. Dr. Chaney pointed out that 
the courses that are offered are geared 
around this notion: "Everything we give 
there benefits from being there. All my 
papers involve them going out and seeing 
and doing things in England. I never assign 
library papers there. It's ridiculous in my 
view to go to London and spend all their 
time in the library."
London is one of the cultural centers 
of the world, and students who participate 
in the program are also strongly encouraged 
to take advantage of the many aspects 
of theatre, music, and art that are available 
to them. As Dr. Samuel Johnson, a prominent 
figure in the eighteenth century 
Enlightenment, once said, "He who is tired 
of London is tired of life ."
Prof. J. Bruce Brackenridge.
Pool Still “Leakey”
by Kevin Spensley
The loss of water in the recreation 
center's pool is still baffling its designers. 
Over 900 gallons disappears every day. 
Though it costs only about 21 dollars per 
week, Gene Davis, director of the rec center, 
promises to solve this problem as soon
aS PKfefere ’Pools of Northfield, IL who built 
the pool will work during spring break to 
discover and plug the leak or leaks. I he 
original culprit, tnought to be evaporation, 
was proven innocent when plastic sheets 
covered the pool for two days and water 
was still lost. There are 42 inlets which 
bring water into the pool that have not 
been checked, and neither has the water 
meter. It is thought the trouble might 
be in one of those two places.
"If there is a leaK," said Coach Davis 
who doesn't know what else it could be, 
"we're pretty sure by third term it will 
all be corrected." Davis is hoping the w<prk 
will be completed by the end of spring 
break, otherwise the pool may not be re­
opened until it is. "Were not mad, he 
continued. "They are a reputable company 
who will be allowed to come in and finish 
the job. We're just hoping that they will
get it done." ...Davis is confident that everything will 
be worked out. Firstly, Kiefer Pools has 
not vet been completely paid by Boldt
“We’re pretty sure by third term 
it will all be corrected. ”
Construction and secondly, their reputation 
is on the line. People wanting to build 
their own pools have already approached 
Davis, asking him how he likes the new 
pool. Except for this 900 gallons a day 
size problem, he loves it. "It is very nice. 
You won't find many pools this size, better. 
It's the best pool in the state," Davis said.
() It has the n e w p s t  d esig n  and te c h n o l o g y .
The depth is fantastic , no one has to 
worry about anyone hitting  the bottom 
in tne deep end. The extra size gutters 
make the pool extra smooth. There is 
an underwater viewing room where students 
will eventually be allowed when it's cleaned 
out, and there are bubblers under each 
board so divers can see the surface while 
in flight. Davis is very happy with Kiefer's 
job.
This is not the first pool to have an 
unexplained leak. Alexander Pool for years 
lost water on and off. Sometimes it would 
stop itse lf, sometimes not. "But," said 
Davis, "we aren't going to accept a pool 
that is leaking. This one will be fixed."
ITS NOT
HOW MUCH YOU SAVE... 
ITS HOW OFTEN
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made frequently can really add up with 
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POINT-COUNTERPOINTMedicine & Malpractice: m . I S ?In
by Jeff Martins
When dealing with the issues of health 
care, many eth ical, legal, and monetary 
conflicts surface that often stem from 
simple idealistic notions of an extremely 
complex situation. Our society is organized 
so tnat the majority are able to receive 
the highest quality care possible. However, 
because of the increasing numbers of m al­
practice lawsuits and tne amounts being 
sued for, the medical profession is in a 
state of disarray and is hindered in its 
pursuit of the best quality care. The best 
solution at the present time is to lim it 
the amount a malpractice victim  can receive.
The best way to understand this complex 
and confusing situation is to analyze the 
events leading to the present proolem in 
a chronological fashion. In April 1984, 
the government froze physicians' fees to 
medicare patients. Medicare patients 
constitute 50% of the total patients physi­
cians treat. With rising costs and skyrocket­
ing malpractice insurance premiums, physi­
cians are forced to shift costs; this is wnen 
the physicians are forced to increase their 
charges to the non-medicare patient. The 
stress of high malpractice insurance pre­
miums are felt most by the high-risk specia­
list; effective April 1st, obstetricians will 
pay $50,000 per year, and neurosurgeons 
are now paying $70,000 per year, regardless 
of the number of patients seen. These 
outrageous amounts are the direct effect 
of the malpractice lawsuits. The greater 
the amounts sued for, the more the amount 
the insurance companies charge the physi­
cians.
Physicians react to this situation by 
quitting their practices early or avoiding 
high-risk patients. Neurosurgeons in an 
Illinois city are refusing to see patients
w ith  b a c k  or n c c k  p ro b le m a  b c c a u s e  o f
the high-risk involved, so the patients are 
now flown into Chicago in order to see 
a specialist. Specialists in Boston are going 
on strike because of the high insurance 
premiums they are forced to pay.
The effect of most concern caused 
by these high insurance premiums is the 
skyrocketing costs of medical care. Without 
being able to pass the cost on to 50% of 
their patients, the remaining patients are 
forced to compensate for this lack. There 
are lim its  to the amount the physicians 
are able to raise these rates before people 
begin to avoid seeking care.
Because the high-risk specialties are 
so hard hit from the high insurance costs, 
there are less and less new physicians out 
of medical school going into these fields 
making care harder to find, more d ifficu lt 
to afford and of a lower quality.
By keeping a lid on the amount a person 
is allowed to sue for, the insurance premiums 
will come down, more physicians will be 
able to stay in practice and more people 
will be able to afford the best care available. 
Another system must be found for weeding 
out the incompetent physicians to assure 
the highest quality; however, allowing 
lawsuits to escalate uncontrollably will 
only serve to force physicians to stop prac­
ticing or selectively choose patients, leaving 
many uncared for and without the money 
necessary for the attention needed.
************************
by M ike Bohm
Doctors today are crying out in pain 
about "crippling" malpractice insurance 
premiums. Part of the fault lies in the 
insurance companies who are now charging 
high rates to pay for the poor business 
practices of the early 1980s. Most of the 
fau lt, it can be argued, lies in the doctors 
themselves who are negligent. But none 
of the fault lies in the victims or the lawyers 
who are only representing the victims; 
the American Medical Association, however, 
apparently believes that to be the case. 
The AMA is lobbying hard across the country 
to pass legislation that would lim it contin­
gency fees and pain-and-suffering awards. 
To approach the problem of high malpractice 
costs as a legal problem instead of a medical 
one shows a great deal about the quality 
of medical care in this country. It also 
shows a blatant disregard for the real vic­
t im —the individual who has suffered from 
medical malpractice.
The AMA wants to put lim its  on what 
a lawyer can charge his client in a malprac­
tice suit. Fearful of the multi-million 
dollar malpractice lawsuits, the AMA be­
lieves that if it can lim it how much a lawyer 
can earn in contingency fees, overall liab ili­
ty claims against doctors will be lowered. 
Although this lim it would mean lower m al­
practice premiums for doctors, it would 
violate the rights of the victim  to counsel. 
The victim  would be restricted in what 
he can pay for counsel, while the defendant
can pay as much money as he desires for 
a lawyer, which most often means a better 
defense.
The main goal of the AMA, however 
is to put a cap on what a v ictim  can recover 
in a pain-and-suffering award. If a doctor 
removed my healthy kidney instead of 
my cancerous one, I should nave the right 
to sue the doctor for whatever I deem 
necessary to cope with the pain-and-suffer­
ine—be it $100,000, $1 m illion, or $500 
m illion. If the court thinks my claim  is 
too high for the damage done, tnen it will 
rule accordingly. If tne court t.iinks that 
a mistake was merely "hum an/1 it will 
also rule accordingly. To put the blame 
for high malpractice awards on the lawyer 
who is merely representing the victim  
is like blam ing the patient for the negligence. 
It is absolutely absurd. By calling into 
question the court's ability  to award the 
appropriate amount to the v ic tim , the 
AMA is undermining the judic ia l system 
in this country. Wny would a court be 
any harsher on a negligent doctor than 
it would on, for example, G .D . Searle for 
product liab ility?
The fact tnat high malpractice awards 
and the attendent high insurance premiums 
are "crippling" doctors today says much 
more about doctors' incompetence than 
it says about "avaricious" lawyers. TTie 
real problem lies in the word malpractice 
itself: bad practice. As soon as this problem 
1S solved, one can be sure that the problem 
of high malpractice premiums will also be solved._____________________________________
Cozy Hair 
Stylist
Hairstyles
Men’s * 1 0 .0 0  
Women’s * 1 2 .0 0  
Men’s Reg. Cut * 8 .5 0
W ith LU . ID  HOURS 
9 to 8 Mon. & Thur. 
9 to 5 Tues., Wed., Fri.
! M  V .  M b *  I n .  •  T JM M 1
FREE PARKING IN REAR OF BUILDING
“ Anchor S p lash " 
Com ing Soon
by Karen Haake
On Saturday, April 5, Delta Gamma 
win kick o ff spring term with its first annual 
Anchor Splash swim races, to be held 
at the Rec Center pool. Anchor Splash 
isn t just ordinary swim races! Teams of 
eight people will battle it out using water- 
wings, inner tubes, kick boards and the 
ever-popular spoon with a golf ball. These 
teams can be comprised of any mixture 
v 11 menr an? wornen. Greeks, residence ta ils , faculty—EVERYONE skould join in tne tun! J
There_s something for everybody at 
Anchor Splash. If team races aren't your 
thing, enter the Crazy Dive contest! Prizes 
for biggest and littlest splash, strangl 
leaps and of course craziest dive will Se
awarded. You don't even have to touch 
the water to participate in Anchor Splash! 
ihe  bexiest Tan competition will give all 
tne southern-bound Lawrentians the oppor­
tunity to show off the fruits of their hard
u/(UA'r0ver ?PrÎng. break. If you don't care WHAT you look like, the Weirdest Swimsuit 
competition is for you! The culm ination 
° ;  .y16 afternoon will be the announcement 
ot Mr. and Mrs. Anchor Splash.
Registration of individuals and 8-man 
teams is only $1.00 per person at the Infor­
mation Desk. Great prizes will be awarded 
lor all competitions and all proceeds will 
go to help tne blind. Questions? See Lucy 
oiegal. Anchor Splash promises to be * 
great afternoon. Don't be afraid to ge 
^our feet wet! Come out and enjoy tn
t
L
/
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The World Comes To ’LFM Airwaves
Specialization has killed the Renais­
sance Man. Gone are the days when men 
and women who are equally versed in all 
of the arts, in science, in music, in athletics, 
and in politics are lauded for the wide 
extent and well-rounded scope of their 
knowledge. Now these people are simply 
known as indecisive. To make it in today's 
world you must specialize. You must 
concentrate the body of your inte llect 
and artistry on one very particular segment 
of one very lim ited field. Students of today, 
we are told, have a responsibility to further 
the inte llectual achievements of our 
predecessors; to study their ideas and take 
them one step more and thereby expand 
the whole poof of knowledge that represents 
the collective intellectual resources of 
mankind. But with each new step we take 
and in each new direction we proceed we 
move deeper and deeper into the trees, 
losing sight of the fact that we are indeed 
in a forest.
We students at Lawrence sure fortunate 
enough to be living in virtually the last 
remaining environment where diversification 
of interests is actively encouraged: the 
liberal arts school. But even here the 
pressure to specialize is, in many ways, 
undermining the expressed ideal of the 
liberal arts student. Anv LU sophomore 
who has the letters "UND" printed on 
the line next to major(s) on his transcript 
can attest to this. In the college vernacular 
these three letters seem to inevitably 
translate to either "too damned lazy to 
make up his mind" or "afraid to get deeply 
enough involved that the material might 
get d ifficu lt."
Specialization undeniably 
improves the efficiency of any 
A) civilization; B) factory;
C) research center; D) ant farm. 
(Choose one.)
[The Lawrentian asked the noted radio 
journalist and contributor to "World Week 
in Review," Winston D israili, to write an 
artic le about this most unusual show. His 
reply is as follows.]
I've known these lads for quite some 
time now, and when the Lawrentian called 
me to write a little  blurb on the new radio 
show, "World Week in Review," I was de­
lighted. It is the least I could do. I've 
been a BBC radio correspondent for, oh, 
15 years thus fa r .I I traveled the world 
extensively. I made quite a bit of money, 
but I soon tired of beautiful women, casinos, 
and numerous Singapore Slings. My life
criss-crossing Europe calling in with cultural 
reports. Soon he will be reporting as an 
observer at the Iran-Iraq war. that should 
prove to be interesting.
But "World Week in Review" features 
big interviews as well. When world renowned 
anthropologist Richard Leakey was at Law­
rence, he was interviewed on the show. 
Professor Pan Jilhuan, visiting from China, 
was interviewed about the inside attitude 
of the Chinese concerning Americans. 
Abel Sithole, a student from South Africa 
gave a sobering interview on the blatant 
predjudice he has suffered as a black South 
African.
Even if one has firm ly declared a major 
he must always be prepared to answer 
the inescapable follow-up question to "What's 
your major?": "What area is your specialty?" 
To use two very neutral (and silly) examples, 
it's no longer sufficient to say "I'm major­
ing in Hystrionics" or "I'm studying to be­
come a doorstop." You must also be able 
to add "specializing in non-violent hyst­
rionics motivated internally through the 
ingestion of large quantities of artific ia lly  
manufactured hallucinogens" or "for left-hand 
doors that open outward and have a hinge 
radius of less than 160 degrees."
Specialization undeniably improves the 
efficiency of any a) civ ilization, b) factory, 
c) research center, d) ant farm (choiDse 
one). Because so many people have studied 
so many things and made so many 
breakthroughs, it now takes years and years 
of training to wade through the ocean of 
recorded information before one comes 
across even a small puddle of unchartered 
water. And due to the vastness of the 
ocean there never seems to be time to 
take a dip in any waters which aren't direct 
tributaries of one's main channel.
This is not necessarily wrong. It is the 
logical conclusion of any rational cost/bene­
fit analysis that measures achievements 
in terms of new innovations and progress. 
Under this formula for success, however, 
such once-heralded goals as fullness of 
life" and "breadth o f  perspective do not 
generally compute. This is both unfor- 
tunate and inevitable. The extent of our 
race's development has created a dilemma 
between "progress" and eclecticism , and 
the former seems to have taken an 
insurmountable lead.This is why I would like to commend 
the administrators and faculty of Lawrence 
for their recent tightening of distribution 
requirements. By taking such steps as 
making foreign languages mandatory tney 
have made a stand against the teleological 
ideologies that have come to dominate 
our society and our educational system. 
While the Renaissance Man may have passed 
away beyond resurrection, they have at 
least stopped to plant flowers on his grave.
The O il War o f ’86: motorists are having a 
‘gas. ’
Lehfeldt Gets Grant
The National Endowment for the Humani­
ties has awarded sophomore Liz Lehfeldt, 
a history major, a grant to research legisla­
tive bicameralism for nine weeks this sum­
mer at Lawrence.
This program for younger scholars, 
sponsored by the National Endowment 
for the Humanities was designed to celebrate 
the 1987 bicentennial of the U.S. Consti­
tution. Each proposal was to have addressed 
some aspect of the Constitution and Lehfeldt 
chose to study the constitutional basis 
of legislative bicameralism .
Professor Longley, who specializes 
in American government, in itia lly  offered 
the proposal to several students along with 
various ideas for subjects, but only Lehfeldt 
chose to apply. Mr. Longley will be 
Lehfeldt's o ffic ia l advisor for the nine 
weeks of research.
The application called for a detailed 
description of what each applicant proposed. 
Lehfeldt's included a single spaced definition 
with a week by week outline and a b ib li­
ography of sources. The application also 
required some personal background and 
two recommendations.
The W orld Week In Review D.J.s
was a living hell. So, it was a godsend 
when, down and out, h itting the bottle, 
I received a call from Chris Lynch. He 
said he admired my work, and he wanted 
to know if I would do some part time 
reporting for this new show called "World 
Week in Review." The rest is history.
Well, what is this show? I don't really 
know. I guess you could call it a cross 
between "At the Movies" and "Firing Line," 
or "Late Night with David Letterman" and 
"60 Minutes. It's the strangest manifestation 
to hit WLFM since Garth Butcher, whatever 
that is. Here is the premise that the hosts 
loosly try to center around.
On Thursday from 5:30 to 6:30, "World 
Week in Review" corrupts the air waves, 
the hosts present stories that have been* 
important and pressing during the week. 
Tom Christensen, being from Denmark, 
ives a liberal European viewpoint on how 
e interprets these issues. Chris Lynch, 
a red-blooded Yankee, gives an American 
perspective to the argument. Todd Olson, 
a gun toting NR A member fresh from Wes­
tern Illinios, adds color and a sense of control 
with moderation along the lines of, "Both 
of you shut up!" Actually this diverse chem­
istry makes for some hot discussions. There 
is a wide spectrum of politica l views, and 
the inevitable conflicts are entertaining.
These boys do more than rib each other 
though. They are more productive than 
that. Their show has a great variety. I 
usually call up on every snow, and in the 
past few weeks, I've called from South 
Yemen, Haiti, and recently from the Philip­
pines. Lately a new correspondant has
ioined the ranks: todd Olson met Larry 5atoski in a bowling alley in Milwaukee, 
and they got to talking. Well, now Larry 
is their world cultural correspondent. Last 
week he called from paris and gave a report. 
When Chris asked him how long his flight 
was, Larry said, with much feeling and 
eloquence, "Oh, about 10 beers." He is
Two weeks ago, their show took a giant 
step in WLFM history when they broadcasted 
live from the Hotel International in the 
Philippines. During the show, there were 
two previously taped reports^ the first 
of which pitted Chris and Tom against 
an irrate rock throwing peasant in his rice 
field. Later in the show they played a 
tape of the incident in which they were 
thrown off the U.S. Naval base at Subic 
Bay by an angry marine. But these are 
the risKs these guys will take to get a good 
news scoop.
A fter the interview with a drunken U.S. senator monitoring the elections, 
and the interview with a Washington Post 
reporter in Manila, they ended the show 
with a touch of credibility with a taped 
interview with Professor Frank Doeringer, 
who talked about the history of the Philip­
pines. Incidentally, Pi*ofessor Doeringer 
is batting 1000, because he predicted tne 
sudden fall of Marcos.
Well, what will they do next? Next 
week they are doing a show from the Viking 
Room, because they believe that certain 
beverages loosen the tongue, and thus peo­
ple's real feelings become known. Next 
term they are planning to report from 
the Moulin Rouge in Paris on tne French 
elections. It should be interesting.
So maybe the next time you are stumbling 
back from Downer and you want something 
to listen to, tune them in. It may help 
your indigestion, (but will probably give 
you some). Well, take carc for now. I'll 
be reporting in as usual on Thursdays at 
5:30 PM, s o  tune in if you can.
Cheerio, 
Winston Disraeli
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Author of All-Woman Play To Be In Audience
by Tammy J . Teschner
Today, when one mentions the combina­
tion of acting and politics, most people 
im m ediately tnink of Ronald Reagan, our 
country's president.
However, there are many more conscien­
tious people in our time who also find that 
combination as practical as orange and 
vanilla jelly-bellys.
One such person is Martha Boesing, 
playwright and author of Las Gringas, who 
views theater as a perfect medium through 
which to express her po litica l viewpoints.
Boesing, who will be here in Appleton 
next weeK in honor of the performance 
of her play Las Gringas, will be giving 
an inform al lecture sponsored by Downer 
Forum on Wednesday, March 12. The topic 
will be on women in the theater and her 
involvement as founder of the Minneapolis 
fem inist theatre company, "At the Foot 
of the Mountain."
Ms. Boesing, who has been involved 
with theater for over th irty  years has 
participated in perform ing, directing, play- 
wrighting, administering and designing. 
A native of New Hampshire, Boesing attended 
Connecticut College for Women where 
she wrote her first play. With an M.A. 
in English Literature, she went on to
IM PROV
at the 
Coffeehouse
by Je ffrey  J . Leibham
On Sunday, March 16, the members 
of Fred Gaines' Theatre and Drama 45 
class (Styles of Acting: Improvisation) 
will present the play Good Or Larry U. 
at 8:00 PM in the Coffeehouse.
The course was offered because Fred 
Gaines knew that there was great interest 
in such a class. Because o f  the intense 
amount of concentration required, improvi­
sation is the most d ifficu lt style of acting. 
In the beginning, a ll of the scenes done 
in class were humorous. This was because 
people felt that they had to compete and 
be accepted by the group. Thus, if they 
could make everyone laugh, they must 
be good. As the weeks went on, and members 
of the class got to know one another, the 
scenes became more and more serious 
(while still retaining some comedic elements).
When someone mentions improv, the 
first thing people think is, "Oh, great! Some 
comedy." This is largely due to tne influence 
pf Second C ity . But many of the sketches 
in Good Ol' Larry U. deal with very serious 
themes. Many of them appear and feel 
funny, superficially, but are not really 
funny at all underneath. In such a way 
comedy is used to mask pain. Comed,\ 
theoretically, comes out of fear—and 
a release of numerous emotions, including fear.
The play, which is not scripted, is about 
life at Lawrence, focusing on communication 
and relationships. The idea started out 
as the concept of the fourth wall being 
removed from the rooms in a dorm. U 
grew to encompass every aspect of life 
at Lawrence. Examples ot sketches include 
contemplation of suicide, death of a grand­
parent, an overnight guest of the opposite 
sex, freaking out from bad dope, etc. Stu­
dents are shown in every possible situation. 
Fred Gaines promises plenty of sex and 
violence."
The faculty and student body are strongly 
encouraged to see the show, which is free 
of charge, and to decide whether they 
agree with these depictions of characters 
thrown into specific situations.
The class members, who are very talented 
and put in a lot of time and hard work, 
include Debbie Gottesman, Je ff Leibham, 
Sarah Sessions, Michael Madden, George 
Grant, Je ff Jo lton, Corrie Campbell, Britta 
Simonson, Liz Chobanian, Charlie Newhall, 
Tami M illay, Keith Green, Liz Woodworth, 
Doug Weinberg, Holly Sm ith, Nicole Huebner 
and Morgan Haddad.
The piece is very autobiographical, 
and made up of "first times" in a college 
student's life . Come and be a part of these 
experiences.
co-direct the Moppet Players, now the 
Children's Theater of Minneapolis, and 
she played a vital role in the Firehouse 
Theatre. Boesing managed to hold on to 
her radical vision of politics and aesthetics 
while working for the Minnesota Opera 
Company. In 1974, Martha and her (now 
ex-) husband Paul moved to Minneapolis 
with four other actors to start the fem inist 
theater company.
If one can broadly consider politics 
as "the way we are with each other," then 
things that affect how people connect 
can be called po litica l. For Boesing, feelings 
are the source of this connection; she 
considers her works as being about connection 
and wholeness. Says Boesing, "[My plays] 
have connected me with myself, the theater, 
and other living beings. They have validated 
my deepest woman self by helping me know 
that I know. They have shaken me and 
moved me to a new bonding with other 
women. They have renewed my conviction 
that the theater is a piece of fantasy, vision, 
and truth . . . ." She uses feelings as a 
source of vision and basis of po litica l action.
The "At the Foot of the Mountain" com­
pany deals with such questions as: How 
can we connect theater with life? How 
can theater best serve radical po litica l 
change? How does women's theater d iffer 
from the theater of our heritage (that 
which is written and produced by men)?
Boesing's company is informed by con­
sciousness, not rhetoric, and is as comm itted 
to understanding theater as it is to under­
standing human liberation.
For Boesing, process is always as impor­
tant as product. "We seek to reveal theater 
that is circular, in tu itive , personal, involving.
“Las Gringas ” 
Performances - March 13, 14 
8:00 p.m.
As witnesses to the destructiveness of 
a society which is alienated from itself, 
we are a theater of protest. As participants 
in the prophecy of a new world which is 
emerging through the rebirth of women's 
consciousness, we are a theater of celebra­
tion," she said about her company.
The public is welcome as Downer Forum 
celebrates Martha Boesing's visit on Wednes­
day, March 12 at 7 PM in Cloak Theater. 
Boesing will talk about her involvement 
with fem inist theater, and will be available 
for discussion.
Perhaps talking with the playwright 
of Las Gringas will serve as a process in 
understanding her final product of this 
play about women in Nicaragua.
RECORD REVIEWSetzer’sFirst Solo
Album provided courtesy of Beggar's Tune
by Paul Mulder and Steve Zubrensky
Album: The Knife Feels Like Justice
Artist: Brian Setzer
Ex-lead singer and guitarist of those 
oh-so-talented Stray Cats, Brian Setzer 
belts out a solo effort a fte r the band's 
break up one year ago, showing us he has 
taken on a defin ite ly  d ifferent tack. The 
rockabilly Stray Cat sound has been replaced 
by something else, something illustrating 
a tamer, pop influence. The Knife Feels 
Like Justice features songs with a John 
Cougar Mellencamp style, others reflecting 
a Katrina and the Waves element. Gone 
are the days of Setzer screaming about 
seventeen year-old girls and a last car 
behind a well-greased pompadour. This 
new album shows that he has something 
to say, and the music to back it up. While 
the guitars are reserved, a steady rock 
beat is still #1 on Setzer's list, even though 
he has to wear long-sleeved shirts to cover 
up the thousands of obnoxious yawning 
cats. "Radiation Ranch" is really the last 
vestige of the "Rant n' Rave" days of Brian, 
Rocker and Slim Jim  Phantom, complete 
with some Billy Idol shrieks. As a lyricist 
in general, Setzer probably barely passed 
that poetry class we all had in 8th grade, 
but he tries his hardest to deliver a message, 
especially in his religious aria, "Three Guys. 
Overall, Setzer's solo debut is worth the 
money and effort for the record buyer 
who is looking for more to his music than 
an arm full of scars where numerous tattoos 
had once been.
FINAL DEADLINE: Friday, 11 April (See Dean’s Office or Write for Application)
Fall or Spring Semester
AMERICANMARITIMESTUDIES
Accredited by
WILLIAMS COLLEGE
Taught at
MYSTIC SEAPORT MUSEUM
□ Ecology
□ Economics
□ Biology
□ History
□ Literature
□ American Studies
□ Public Policy
□ Oceanography
□ Off-Shore Research
n* Wiiiw ' MvMit Program otic i hallcngmg oppormmiN io 
tocus nm scmcMcr ol vour studici on our rclationship * uh thc sca Whilc 
livinK in o^perative htimma at MvMk Siaport Must imi \ou .un mio\ its 
mitsiandinK menimi collii ih.n> and librar v wcll cijuippcd marine 
laboratori and diverse co4st.il cnvtronmcni Ymi take tour Willi.mis 
l ollcgc lourses in hiMorv. Iitcraiurc occanograptn or m.innc ecologi 
•md aurine policv Y«ni con al«> dcvclop nevi maritimi skill* under pi.» 
fissionai in*triH.tion. includine hoai building malmenarne, sailmg .uni 
celi%n«l navigaiion You spcnd un davs olishoreon thc s*h*n*nci K \ Wcttwnnl undcriaking rese .in h and gainm* c*pcriemt «mi board a largì 
saihng vcvk-I The incomparablc lacrime* ol thc Mutuili. M\ sin s 
variai marine habitat and thè compamon^ htp ol tclhm students mter 
cMcd in thè tea, providc an cxccpttonai settmg tur mantime studtcs
WILUAMS-MYSTIC PROGRAM • MYSTIC SEAPORT MUSEUM, INC. • MYSTIC. CONNECTICUT 06355 • (203) 572-0711 Ext. 359
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SPORTSFencers Try to Foil Opponents
by Lynn Ham il and Kevin Walch
The 1935-86 Lawrence University fencing 
season ended with a grand finale. A herd 
of the best (and the not so great) fencers 
congregated in Alexander Gym on Saturday, 
March 1 to compete in the Great Lakes 
Championships and the Midwest Regional 
Championships. The schools that attended 
were Case Western Reserve, University 
of Chicago, Cleveland State University, 
University of Detro it, Lawrence, University 
of Michigan-Dearborn, University of Notre 
Dame, Oberlin College, St. Mary's College, 
Tri-State University and Wayne State Univer­
sity.
In fencing there are three different 
types of "weapons": the foil, the epee, 
and the sabre. Each of these "weapons 
is used in d ifferent events. The foil, which 
most people are accustomed to associate 
with fencing, is a light, flexible weapon, 
and theoretically, it is possible only to 
in flic t a puncture wound. The point of 
the weapon is touched in certain target 
areas of the opponent's body in order to 
score points. In men's foil events, the 
target area is the trunk of the body from 
the collar to the hip. If the tip is touched 
to any other part of the body, it is considered 
"off target," but carries no penalty. How­
ever, the bout is halted ana the director 
must then signal when the bout resumes. 
The winner ot the bout is the first person 
to score five touches.
The epee is a much heavier weapon 
than the fo il, and it has a rigid, triangular 
blade. In order to score, the point o f  the 
epee is touched to any portion of the op­
ponent's body. If the fencers touch each 
other's opponent at the same time, each
ferson receives a point. If the score is ied 5-5, the players continue until one 
player receives an additional point.
The sabre's blade is flexible. Unlike 
the epee and the foil, the sabre may be 
"cut" across the body as well as "thrusted" 
at the opponent in order to score. The 
target areas are from the hip to the shoul­
ders, and the winner again is the fencer 
who scores five points.
O f the Lawrence team , Chris Cudzino- 
vich, Ross Shrigley, and captain Tom Mish 
fenced well. A ll three advanced from 
Saturday's competition to Sunday's final 
rounds. These three ranked among the 
top ten as they entered the Midwest Region- 
als. This time Lawrence did not walk away 
with any honors, unless cleaning the gym 
counts tor something. On the whole the 
team finished seventh on Saturday and 
Sunday; last year the team finished in elev­
enth place.
This last meet marks the end of the 
offic ia l fencing season. Only one meet 
remains. From the entire team (I hope) 
"OPUS" and a thanks to Coach Poulson 
for the tim e and the energy put into the 
championship meet. Here is your name 
Peter, Peter Glick.
I.M . Basketball 
Concludes
The IM Basketball season closed this 
week with a couple of surprise results.
Monday evening saw the fall of previously 
unbeaten and unchallenged Campbell s 
Soup." Behind the hot shooting of Terry 
Coenen, "The Monks" pulled off a 71-64 
upset in the finals of the Residence Hall
Division playoffs. , ..„u*The interdivisional brought
about another upset as the Phi Delt I team 
defeated "The Monks, 71 68. The Phi 
Delt I's had played several close games 
all season and nad a d ifficu lt time defeating 
weaker opponents. But in the finale, Kris 
Kort found the touch, pumping in 35 points 
for the victors. For the shot a brilliant 65 /o to whip the favored
MOTh4 victory earns the Phi Delt I team 
the honor of facing the Ripon IM champion.
Vikes Rebound.
(photo by Lillian Fuju)
Honors Awarded ToViking Shooters
The Men’s Team...
Three members of the Lawrence Univer­
sity men's basketball team and two women's 
team members have received all-conference 
recognition for the 1985-86 season.
Senior guard Je ff Wilcox (Madison/East) 
was named to the all-Midwest Conference 
second team for the season year in a row. 
The Vikes' leading scorer of the year, Wilcox 
averaged 12.4 points per game in conference 
action. Senior forward Dave Comber 
(Menasha/Menasha) and sophomore forward 
Louis Wool (Evanston, IL/Evanston Township), 
both received honorable mention all-Midwest 
Conference recognition. Comber was named 
honorable mention for the second straight 
year.
... & The Women’s Team
The Lady Vikings, which compete in 
both the Midwest Conference and the Wiscon­
sin Independent Colleges-Women's A thletic 
Conference (WIC-WAC), had a player named 
to both squads. Junior forward Connie 
Reno (GalesDurg, IL/Galesburg) was named 
to the first team all-WIC-WAC squad. 
Reno led the Vikings in rebounding (8.7 
rpg) while averaging 6.9 points per game. 
S o p h o m o re  gu ard  J a n e  W h itlo ck  (M in n eap olis,  
MN/Benilde-St. Margarets) who averaged 
13.4 points and 6.5 rebounds per game 
before suffering a broken ankle, received 
honorable mention all-Midwest Conference 
recognition.
When you think of Spring Break!
think Of
W hether you're traveling home to Atlanta, Boston, Dallas or 
Washington, D.C., ask your local travel agent for the M idw est 
Express "VARSITY" fare fo r Lawrence U n ivers ity  students — 
the lowest roundtrip fare available!
O r . . .  if you're planning to jo in  the college crowd in sunny Florida, 
we offer Orlando for $297.00 roundtrip, plus low  fares to Miami 
and Tampa. Ask about our "VRAP14" fares.
Enjoy Spring Break -  and enjoy it  even more by fly ing
• Two-by-Two large, comfortable seats
• Outstanding meals and service
• Timetables available at Lawrence Memorial Union information desk 
Remember, certain restrictions apply and seats are limited, so call soon!
M idwest Express Reservations - 
Toll-Free 1-800-452-2022
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Freshman
Studies,
continued from page 1
The course catalog suggests that a top 
priority of the Studies program is to enhance 
the individual student s ability  to engage 
in "cogent discussion;" the subcommittee 
found that Freshman Studies is "less 
successful than it should be in developing 
students' abilities to speak intelligently 
about serious subjects, much less to 
participate successfully in 'cogent' 
discussions." The report further states 
that a serious weakness of the current 
program is the oft-heard evaluative 
comment, "it depends on the instructor." 
In the view of the Subcommittee, Freshman 
Studies "suffers" from a wide divergence 
of "expectations, methods, and standards 
of individual faculty members." Changes 
to help alleviate this unfortunate situation 
were recommended.
The Subcommittee called for the return 
of "truly common examinations; some 
systematic, coordinate training for faculty 
in the basics of grammar ana usage;" ana 
extended work on grading of papers, among 
others. "Freshman Studies," continues 
the report, "seems to need a good dose 
of entnusiasm and renewed institutional 
com m itm ent."
Freshman Seminars suffer from the same 
problem as Studies, says the report, which 
argues that the quality of any given course 
depends greatly on the individual instructor. 
Seminars "have proved even more d ifficu lt 
to assess" again due to the variety of methods 
brought by each instructor, but even more
“Freshman Seminars are at least 
as useful as Freshman Studies. ”
so b e c a u s e  "so  litt le  is held in c o m m o n  
among [the Seminarsl." The Subcommittee 
determined that the "close attention which 
extensive student writing" receives from 
Seminar instructors varies "fairly 
significantly , both in quality and quantity. ' 
On the positive side, it was found that 
some seminars have greater success than 
some Studies programs concerning certain 
"ideal criteria," including historicity and 
historical knowledge. The report concluded 
that while some seminars are more successful 
in accomplishing some objectives, the 
meeting of a ll desire criteria is a phenomenon 
not likely to be seen in the near future. 
Freshman Seminars seem "too litt le  uniform , 
too various, to support or yield the 
commonality the Subcommittee seeks and 
today's students need."
The Subcommittee put forth some ideas 
for modifications to tne existing structure, 
including a two-term Freshman Studies
grogram. In this proposal, the Freshman eminar, as we know it , would be elim inated. 
Such a proposai would apparently meet 
with a great deal of resistance from students, 
according to a recent survery conducted 
about campus.
In that survey, 75 students (55 
upperclassmen, 20 freshmen) were questioned 
regarding the Freshman program. 84% 
responded favorably to keeping tne Seminars: 
of those, 85% of the upperclassmen and 
88% of the freshmen agreed with the 
statement that "Freshman Seminars are 
at least as useful as Freshman Studies."
p tio io n s
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EMERGENCY REPAIRS AVAILABLE
HOURS 
M W  F 
8 30 to  5
THURS 
8  30 to  7
SAT 
9  to  12
PHONl 
7 34 -0169  f
ZUFHl KE 
BUILDING
SUITE 103 
103 W College  Ave 
A pp le ton , W l 5 4 9 1 I
Which dorm, which floor, which section 
houses the 1986 winning Anchor Splash 
team ??? Come forth, you champions and 
get together your teams. Any one can 
enter . . .  a splash team can oe any mix 
of beings.
Doug and Tif,
You two have quite a dancing style. 
Some of it I would have reserved for the 
hotel room! Ha ha.
—Big Bro.
AN ALTERNATIVE:
The Viking Room is now serving Door 
County Cooler. The coolers are a refreshing, 
non-alcoholic beverage. The unsweetened 
natural flavors of apples or raspberries 
are waiting for you at tne V-R. Remember, 
the V-R will close for second term after 
March 16th.
A SPLASH TEAM (Ah Splash Teem) n.
A group of 8 members who are psyched 
up, ready to have fun, get wet, and beat 
all the rest on Saturday, April 5th, at the 
'86 L.U. Anchor Splasn. Get your team 
together TODAY!!
Teacher to Student:
You saw us floating down a gentle stream, 
sipping pink champagne on ice, and holding 
on to sixteen. How could I refuse? Then 
we hit a rock, and you found a whole new 
perspective.
Security is boring.
Suspense is enticing.
Anare is seductive. 
Motorcycles are passe.
Life is dandy when you're rich. 
You passed out.
And who's to say this had 
Any meaning at all?
Sig Ep Pledges,
Your "new" pledge song was by far 
the best we have ever heard. Even the 
"sheep men" were laughing.
—Squeak
Kathi (Poopster), Kristi, M ichelle, and 
Melanie:
I'm going to miss you guys!!
Love, Caroline
Betas,
Is it true that your formal dates 
men? Come on guys, close those drapes. 
—Pres. Marcos
Tom D.,
Sorry we haven't been swimming lately, 
but it's that time of the month.
are
ST. PATRICK'S DAY PARTY:
Friday, March 14th from 9:00 PM to 
12:30 AM. Celebrate the last day of classes 
over a few "GREEN" beverages. At your 
VIKING ROOM .
O, Wise One from Lake Nebagnemon: 
Don't knock it 'til you've tried it! 
—S.C.
Smiley,
Even though you are from Crystal Lake, 
I want you to know that you are the coolest!
—The Italian
LOFT FOR SALE:
Stained wood, comfortable ladder fits 
P lantz or Trever rooms perfectly . Selling 
at $20.00. Call Brokaw x6872. Ask for 
Sheila, Rm 305.
Phi Delts,
Anchor Splash 1986—BE THERE!!
It's too bad Chuck Woolery isn't here Hey Boop, 
to mediate the 2nd-3rd floor Love Connec- Did you get the warm, fuzzy, woolly 
tion, or should we say "Battle of the Sexes"? sweater I sent you???
Lewwwwwwwwis, LOST: A very good pair of blue Vaumet
Quit eating so much. You are going sunglasses. If you have any inform ation,
to look like the Schrino. please contact Bill at x6790. A reward
—Beep beep is being offered.
KIDNAPPED: 
Please return!
One DG Ugly
Kirsten,
Do y 
1 mosl
--Little Bro.
ou realize that you had the funnest D A Y 1 
and t handsome date last weekend? T ^
Bunny-- Come rock with Mistaken Identity on 
March 14, 9:30 in the Coffeehouse.
HAPPY 19th BIRTHDAY SHBETS! 
(Better known as Booper.) HAVE A GREAT
Love your Slime 
that goops together . .
Sisters, "The group
Libes: P.S. One down, only two to go!
Get psyched to do some partying and there! 
dancing! ----------
Hang in
An L.U. Dweeb:
Is L.U. still just one big psychological 
scar, or are you having more fun now?!?
Summer or Fall 1986 
Summer 1987
WASHINGTON
OR
LONDON
INTERNSHIPS
SUMMER SESSION ONLY
at Wadham College 
of the University of
OXFORD
Accredited courses in government, 
economics, journalism and pre­
law by an outstanding faculty.
Full Academic Year Programs at 
the London School of Economics, 
St. Andrews Universities, for 
Qualified Juniors and Seniors.
All credits transferred through 
HampdervSydneyCollege, Virginia 
(Founded in 1776)
Inquiries to:
Mrs. Janet Kollek, J.D. 
Admissions Director 
The Washington International 
Studies Center 
212-724-0804 or 0136 
(EO/AA)
*  c a s b a h
ACROSS FROM CONKEV S BOOKSTORE • ?2S EAST COLLEGE AVENUE
Invites You To Join Us For 
FINE FOOD & ENTERTAINMENT
Eight Page Menu Fresh Bakery & Desserts
Super Salad Bar Our O w n Curly Fries
Homemade Soups Daily Specials
Sunday Brunch - Buffet Style - 9 AM to 2 PM (with Quiche & Belgian Waffles!)
choices of beer 
& wine (including 
imports)
Mon. 6:30-9:30 PM -  JOHN HARMON 
Wed. 6:30-9:30 PM -  GLEN MUELLER 
Thurs. 6:30-9:30 PM — JANET PLANET
BREAKFAST begins at 7:30 AM , SEVEN DAYS A  WEEK
Featuring Omelettes, Eggs Florentine, Eggs Benedict and More!
Serving until 10 PM Friday and Saturday 
All Other Days until 9 1 5  PM
